AVIATION VIDEOS & DVDS

THE ROPE TRICK
The diagnosis and repair of aircraft exhaust valve problems in a step-by-step fashion. Watch as Dave Clark walks you through the steps for inspecting valve clearances, reaming valve guides, and freeing stuck valves. This video can save you a lot of time and money. P/N 13-10141 ......... $24.95

MOUNTAIN FLYING BIBLE REVISED
Learn the basic, intermediate and advanced techniques of mountain flying. Learn to anticipate how your airplane will perform in the mountains. Discover simple rules-of-thumb to enhance safety and simplify operations. Learn the weather information required for peace of mind and increased pleasure. 16 pages of color photos of backcountry strips covering the approach, landing and takeoff procedures. P/N 13-04035 .......... $38.95

THE SHIRT POCKET MOUNTAIN FLYING GUIDE
This is not a rehash of the Mountain Flying Bible. It includes new material and color photos throughout. There are 129-color pages of the 208 pages. What is Covered: Section 1 - Do’s and Don’ts • Section 2 - Basic Premises • Section 3 - Flying Canyons • Section 4 - Crossing Ridges • Section 5 - Turbulence & Va • Section 6 - Maximum Lift Flap Setting • Section 7 - How to Land • Section 8 - Visual Illusions • Section 9 - Spot Method for Landing • Section 10 - Mountain Anispr Operations • Section 11 - Mountain Weather.

FORMATION FLYING, THE ART
The Art in DVD format. "Formation Flying, The Art" DVD was originally introduced to the Warbird community in 1993 as a integral part of the FAA Mandated Civilian Formation Training and Credential Program. Currently the video is now the "F.A.S.T." standard and endorsed by all major Warbird flying organizations such as the EAA Association and others worldwide. P/N 13-04572 ............. $75.00

THE GREAT ARCTIC AIR ADVENTURE
Take to the world’s northernmost skies and explore the planet’s “last imaginary place” - the enigmatic Arctic. The Great Arctic Air Adventure is the story of Seattle’s Mark Schoening and Doug DeVries, who piloted their de Havilland Beaver seaplanes across Canada via the famed Northwest Passage. Over six weeks battling intolerable weather, frozen tundra and inaccessible terrain in one of the least populated places on earth, the pair builds a lasting bond and discovers that in the unforgiving Arctic, adaptation is key. P/N 11552 ......... $24.95

BASIC AEROBATICS
Introduces the basic building blocks of aerobatics - spins, rolls and loops - with a wealth of in-cockpit and from-the-ground views of each maneuver. This video is indispensable and those considering a departure from straight and level. (54 min.) 6618A P/N 13-04302 .............. $59.80

TAILWHEEL 101
Tailwheel: 101 will help you get there. This video is the premiere study guide for all pilots wishing to get their tailwheel endorsement, or for any tailwheel pilot who’d like to learn a thing or two from the most widely recognized tailwheel expert in America, Damian DelGaizo. Ride along with Damian and his student Jill as she gets her tailwheel endorsement. Each ground segment is immediately followed by its real-world airplane demonstration to reinforce the material and make pre-flight study sessions easy and efficient. P/N 13-04203 ......... $99.95

TAILWHEEL: 201 BEYOND THE BASICS
Tailwheel: 201 goes beyond the tailwheel check-out, building on the tailwheel basics introduced in Damian’s first DVD, Tailwheel: 101. Teaches advanced techniques from short field operations, to advanced slips, to precautionary off-airport landings. Like Tailwheel: 101, this DVD includes ground school and in-flight instruction both inside and outside the cockpit. Whether you are new to the world of tailwheel flying or a seasoned aviator, Tailwheel: 201 will help you become a more proficient pilot. P/N 13-08653 ............. $39.95

LIVING IN THE AGE OF AIRPLANES
BLU-RAY
Living in the Age of Airplanes offers a fresh perspective on a modern-day miracle that many of us take for granted: flying. Produced and directed by Brian J. Terwilliger (One Six Right), narrated by Harrison Ford and featuring an original score from Academy Award® winning composer James Horner (Avatar, Titanic), the film takes viewers to 18 countries across all seven continents to illuminate how airplanes have empowered a century of global connectedness our ancestors could never have imagined. P/N 13-20150 .......... $29.95

MOUNTAIN FLYING
Mountain Flying, filmed in the interior of the Idarado Primitive Area, includes in-flight footage of some of the most beautiful, rugged and demanding mountain terrain in the U.S. It covers flight planning, accident causes, weather, density altitude, approaches, landings, departures, and survival. The weather section includes time lapse sequences of thunderstorms, mountain waves, lenticular and rotor clouds. Graphics are used to clarify, explain and demonstrate the ground and flight procedures for safe operation in the mountains. Color approximately 80 minutes. P/N 13-04052 ............. $27.85

ALASKA’S BUSH PILOTS THE REAL DEAL
The story is interwoven with in-depth and exciting interviews of these courageous pilots as they recall many different stories of their experiences in the remote wilderness. They tell stories of stranded fellow pilots, taking their families 40 miles from their already remote bush homes to go fishing at “a better spot” to encounters with vast herds of caribou and the huge bears. You will “fly” in the seat right next to these men in the cockpit and witness wingtip-to-wingtip aerial HD photography that Jim Ottersdorf shot during filming as he is known nationally for. Its about where they fly, how they fly and why they fly. If you’ve even known an excitement is, step abide, this one is going to blast you off your seat! P/N 13-06937 .......... $18.95

ALASKA’S BUSH PILOTS THE REAL DEAL COMMERCIAL OPERATION
In-depth knowledge of commercial bush pilots who fly the bush in Alaska. Provides an insight into the world of advanced technologies of aviation equipment for the viewers. After analyzing the first documentary it became apparent that a presentation of commercial pilot activities was warranted. There is no duplication for any footage or any information from “Alaska Bush Pilots... The Real Deal”. This one is all brand new! The pilots who use this equipment on a daily basis explain in detail the components of G-1000 glass cockpits and relative avionics devices. P/N 13-09481 ............. $18.95
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